The Ropox Toilet Lifter
Enhancing Independence
- now all our bathroom products are height adjustable!

Better ways to better days

The unique features of the Ropox Toilet Lifter

The main features of the Ropox Toilet
Lifter
Handles 600 kg.

Height adjustable

Gives assistance by lowering/raising
a person by up to 40 cm.

In a fixed position and 200 kg. during lifting

Easy and time-efficient clean-up

Easy to fit to any given location

Ensuring low maintenance and high hygiene levels

Designed to take up a minimum of space

Accessories available

Available in 3 variants

Short/long toilet, back rest, arm supports etc.

Basic, Manual or Electric

Slim wall frame

Low price on all variants

Smaller projection from wall

Lowest cost options on the market

Ropox introduces our newest
addition, to our bathroom series
An all-encompassing living technology that ensures a suitable height for transfers, and will effortlessly lift or
lower a person to a perfect sitting or standing position. Even with a disability one can still be independent it is a matter of recognizing the needs and designing intelligent ways to meet those needs.
The Ropox Toilet Lifter is designed to accommodate all of life’s challenges. With an innovative approach and
attention to flexibility this Toilet Lifter can be fitted to all types of people, all types of living situations and all
levels of independence.

The Ropox Toilet Lifter is the cost-effective choice, giving substantial
value for money through savings on carer time and costs while promoting
independence. In fact, it is one of the lowest cost options on the market.

The All-round Ropox Bathroom Concept
When designing the optimal living conditions for people with disabilities, flexibility is essential. In addition to the Toilet Lifter,
Ropox has created different bathroom concepts for individual needs - easy to install and require a minimum of space.

Toilet Support Arms
Optional positioning and two built-in height settings, serves for a safe grip
and supports the entire motion from upright position to sitting down.

Various Washbasins
Suited for wheelchairs users and walking-impaired, offering 6 different
solutions.

Grab Rails
Provide a safe, uncomplicated and effortless trip around the room.

Shower Seat
With hard wearing and insulating materials, the seat is both hygienic
and ensures tempered comfort.

Shower/changing bed
Fold up and height adjustment ensures minimum space requirements
and maximum comfort for both the user and the helper.

Bathtub
Height adjustment ensures excellent working conditions with correct
working heights and no heavy lifting.
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